APPENDICES

Appendices A

Cover of A Girl Like Her Movie Directed By Amy S.Weber (2015)

Movie Title : A Girl Like Her
Directed By : Amy S.Weber
Release Date : March 27, 2015
Runtime : 91 Minutes
Genre : Drama
Starrings: Amy S. Weber as Miss Gallagher
Lexi Ainsworth as Jessica Burns
Hunter King as Avery Keller
Jimmy Bennett as Brian Slater
Production Co: Radish Creative Group
Bottom Line Entertainment

Appendices B

Supporting Scenes

Figure 3.2.1.1 Avery and her friends stand in front of Jessica

Figure 3.2.1.2 Avery asks Jessica why she did not text her back

Figure 3.2.1.3 Avery asks Jessica if she wants to go to class
Figure 3.2.1.4 Avery yells while calling Jessica freak

Figure 3.2.1.5 Avery tells Jessica that she is disrespectful

Figure 3.2.1.6 Avery calls Jessica with a name calling

Figure 3.2.1.7 Avery tells Jessica to disappear

Figure 3.2.1.8 Avery calls Jessica bitch
Figure 3.2.1.9 Avery asks Jessica to kill herself

Figure 3.2.1.10 Avery tells Jessica to end her life

Figure 3.2.1.11 Avery tells Jessica to use another bathroom

Figure 3.2.1.12 Avery says Jessica is not a fighter

Figure 3.2.1.13 Avery asks Jessica if she has no clothes
Figure 3.2.1.14 Avery asks her friend if they smell something

Figure 3.2.1.15 Avery tells Jessica to beware

Figure 3.2.1.16 Avery tells Jessica to keep on walking

Figure 3.2.1.17 Avery and her friends open Jessica’s locker

Figure 3.2.1.18 Jessica fall to the ground
Figure 3.2.1.19 Avery asks if Jessica pushes her

Figure 3.2.1.20 Avery pushes Jessica

Figure 3.2.1.21 Avery shoves Jessica into the bathroom

Figure 3.2.1.22 Avery drags Jessica into the shower

Figure 3.2.1.23 Avery throws food to Jessica
Figure 3.2.1.24 Jessica receives a message from Avery

Figure 3.2.1.25 Jessica receives a message from Avery that calling her a whore

Figure 3.2.1.26 Jessica receives a message from Avery that telling her to go away

Figure 3.2.1.27 Jessica receives a message from Avery that telling everyone hates her

Figure 3.2.1.28 Jessica receives a lot of email from Avery
Figure 3.2.1.29 Jessica receives an email from Avery that telling that her life is worthless

Figure 3.2.1.30 Avery receives an email from Avery that telling her to go to sleep and never wake up

Figure 3.2.1.31 Avery tells Jessica on facebook to kill herself

Figure 3.2.1.32 Avery tells Jessica through message to die
Figure 3.2.1.33 Avery tells Jessica on facebook that no one likes her

Figure 3.1.2.34 Avery tells Jessica to die through emails

Figure 3.2.1.35 Avery tells Jessica on facebook to kill herself

Figure 3.2.1.36 Jessica receives a lot of emails from Avery

Figure 3.2.1.37 Jessica opens emails from Avery
Figure 3.2.1.38 Avery tells Jessica through email to kill herself

Figure 3.2.1.39 Avery tells Jessica on facebook to be a good friend and kill herself

Figure 3.2.1.40 Avery tells Jessica to die on facebook

Figure 3.2.1.41 Jessica receives an email from Avery that telling her life is worthless
Figure 3.2.1.42 Avery tells Jessca on facebook that she is ugly

Figure 3.2.1.43 Avery tells Jessica through message to disappear

Figure 3.2.1.44 Avery tells Jessica to sleep and do not wake up through email

Figure 3.2.1.45 Avery tells Jessica on facebook that she is suck and to go away

Figure 3.2.1.46 Avery tells Jessica that she is not going to stop
Figure 3.2.2.1 Avery tells Jessica which bathroom she can use

Figure 3.2.2.2 Avery is mad at Jessica

Figure 3.2.2.3 Avery’s father leaves the dining table

Figure 3.2.3.1 Jessica tells about her being bullied

Figure 3.2.3.2 Jessica cries
Figure 3.2.3.3 Brian offers help to Jessica

Figure 3.2.3.4 Jessica tells Brian she does not want to see the footage

Figure 3.2.3.5 Jessica tells Brian she has no way out

Figure 3.2.3.6 Jessica takes a whole bottle of pills